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BEYOND JUST
GOOD LOOKING DESIGN,
GOOD DESIGN IS PARAMOUNT.

BEYOND JUST
GOOD LOOKING DESIGN,
GOOD DESIGN IS PARAMOUNT.

Together we can make a better tomorrow
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SOFT FURNISHING DIVISION

OUR CLIENTS

DESIGN CAN BE ART. DESIGN CAN BE 
AESTHETICS. DESIGN IS SO SIMPLE,
THAT'S WHY IT IS SO COMPLICATED.

C O N T E N T S



PEOPLE IGNORE DESIGN
THAT IGNORES PEOPLE.

C E O ' S  M E S S A G E

We began our journey in
the UAE and discovered that

this country is truly a space
for dreams that are out of the ordinary.

For MHI Design, it  was a place where we could bring about our 

kind of change, where we could be the catalyst in designing  the 

future and also be a part of amazing ventures that were coming 

up all around us.  We set out to be a recognized company in 

terms of our quality of design, attitude and professionalism.  

We ended up setting the standards and eventually raising the 

bar.  We enhanced the quality of the work environment, to 

making MHI Design an attractive place to flourish as individuals.  

While maintaining an environmental consciousness,  we 

constantly aim to expand in to new markets and discover new 

opportunities to showcase our expertise.  In just a decade, 

we're proud to have achieved a lot.  Today, we are already in 

our 11th year of operation.  I'm loving every minute of it.

Chief Executive Officer



EVERYTHING IS DESIGNED.
FEW THINGS ARE DESIGNED WELL.



MISSION

Our mission is to provide the highest standards of service 

to our clients, adhering to stringent quality and delivering 

the best in class designs and services to our clients, while 

ensuring exemplary career opportunities and continuous 

support to our society.

VISION

Our vision is to be the leader in our activities, innovative 

in our technology, proactive in our management and 

transparent in our dealings with clients. Our vision is 

that MHI will be a great place to work, where people are 

inspired to perform the best they can.

VALUES

Leadership, collaboration, integrity and passion are our 

core values.  Based on these, we have built our reputation 

through designs, executions and services that have gained 

trust.  We are always in touch with our clients' needs, 

dreams and aspirations and understand their generic and 

individual requirements.  The culture within our workspaces 

is one that dwells on total commitment to our clients.

M I S S I O N   V I S I O N  V A L U E S



Mussa Hussain Interior Design (MHI Design) is a 

passionate team made up of ideators, designers, 

draughtsmen and 3D visualizes, and fronted by a Chief 

Engineer. We offer a comprehensive range of services 

from initial design to internal furnishing.  Our designers 

and technical team work with your organization from 

concept to design to execution by integrating your ideas 

and visions with our expertise and finesse, leading to a 

high level of customization to meet your needs for a unique 

environment.  Each of our team members have more than 

three years in the field of interior design and architecture.  

The depth and diversity of MHI's team ensures an 

incredible geographic spread of individuals. And to top it 

all, our management and technical team have specialized 

insight into the various cultures they  occupy.

It is this blend of very specific knowledge that distinguishes 

the MHI Design philosophy which is both contextual and 

specific to the different projects that we undertake.  Each 

individual brings their own unique skills and talents to our 

work.  This variety of thinking forms part of the complex 

threads of the MHI Design idea-making process.

DESIGN IS INTELLIGENCE
MADE VISIBLE

INTRODUCTION



Our 

design 

team is made 

up of a diverse 

team.  Diverse culturally, 

diverse educationally and diverse 

technology. Each one brings on to the 

table a different expertise and thought wave. 

This is what set us apart and helps deliver that ultimate 

smile on our client's face. Over the years our clients have 

experienced our trademark of thinking differently while keeping their 

needs and vision in the core of our every design venture.

DESIGN HOUSEDESIGN IS NOT JUST WHAT IT 
LOOKS LIKE. DESIGN IS
HOW IT LOOKS



THE DESIGN OF EACH ELEMENT SHOULD BE 
THOUGHT OUT IN ORDER TO BE EASY TO 
MAKE AND EASY TO REPAIR.



JOINERY DIVISION

The joinery division is the backbone of our operation and an integral part of our ability to deliver the 

best quality and cost effective projects.  The technicians and craftsmen are fully trained and our facility 

completely equipped to handle projects of any scale.  They utilize traditional joinery techniques and 

combine a mixture of modern technology to build joinery to the highest possible standards.  We only 

provide the best quality.  There is no compromise.



Polished glass, beveled glass, tempered glass, sand blasted glass, decorative glass, stained glass, 

glass, mirrors... you name it, we make it happen in our glass division, in any size and any shape.  

Quality is always the primary concern.  Hence, we have invested in state of the art equipment, 

technology and human resources with international experience.

GLASS DIVISION
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SOFT FURNISHING DIVISION

The professionals at our Soft Furnishing Division know how crucial it is to present your office or 

home in all its glory.  They have the knowledge, experience and the expertise to design and execute 

the best quality in soft furnishings.  From curtains to  cushions to furniture design,they know what it 

takes to make the right kind of impact.

FURNISH YOUR ROOM FOR 

CONVERSATION AND THE CHAIRS 

WILL TAKE CARE OF THEMSELVES.
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JUNIPER NETWORKS
Business Central Tower, Media City, Dubai



ACISION
QASIS CENTER

DUBAI, UAE

UOB DIESEL
Jebel ali, Dubai



Exceed IT Services, Knowledge Village

MEC, MediaCity Emack &Bolio's Thrill Zone Taqado Mexican Kitchen

ADP, Concord Tower
Dubai

AbudhabiDubai Dubai Mall of the Emirates, Dubai

Dubai



Some of our clients
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